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Abstract
Here we characterize the expression of the full system of genes which control the segmentation morphogenetic field of Drosophila at the
protein level in one dimension. The data used for this characterization are quantitative with cellular resolution in space and about 6 min in time.
We present the full quantitative profiles of all 14 segmentation genes which act before the onset of gastrulation. The expression patterns of these
genes are first characterized in terms of their average or typical behavior. At this level, the expression of all of the genes has been integrated into a
single atlas of gene expression in which the expression levels of all genes in each cell are specified. We show that expression domains do not arise
synchronously, but rather each domain has its own specific dynamics of formation. Moreover, we show that the expression domains shift position
in the direction of the cephalic furrow, such that domains in the anlage of the segmented germ band shift anteriorly while those in the presumptive
head shift posteriorly. The expression atlas of integrated data is very close to the expression profiles of individual embryos during the latter part of
the blastoderm stage. At earlier times gap gene domains show considerable variation in amplitude, and significant positional variability.
Nevertheless, an average early gap domain is close to that of a median individual. In contrast, we show that there is a diversity of developmental
trajectories among pair-rule genes at a variety of levels, including the order of domain formation and positional accuracy. We further show that this
variation is dynamically reduced, or canalized, over time. As the first quantitatively characterized morphogenetic field, this system and its
behavior constitute an extraordinarily rich set of materials for the study of canalization and embryonic regulation at the molecular level.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Keywords: Drosophila embryo; Segmentation genes; Blastoderm; Gene expression; Quantitative expression data; Positional informationIntroduction
During Drosophila embryogenesis the segmented body plan
is established through a cascade of maternally and zygotically
expressed segmentation genes (reviewed in Akam, 1987;
Ingham, 1988). The zygotic genes have been classified
according to their mutant phenotypes and expression patterns.
‘Gap’ genes are expressed in one to three broad domains, ‘pair-
rule’ genes initially form seven transverse stripes and ‘segment
polarity’ genes manifest in patterns of fourteen stripes about one⁎ Corresponding author. Fax: +1 631 632 8490.
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doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2007.10.037cell wide. Of these genes, maternal, gap, and pair-rule genes act
during the blastoderm stage, giving rise to the initial expression
of segment polarity genes at the onset of gastrulation, by which
time the segmental pattern is determined (Simcox and Sang,
1983). This process is of general interest because it is perhaps
the best characterized example of a “morphogenetic field”
(Gilbert et al., 1996).
The morphogenetic field is a fundamental object in
developmental biology. It was shown in the late 19th century
that groups of cells underwent collective determination events
(morphallaxis) in which cell fate was stably assigned to
individual cells with exquisite spatial precision. Although
early workers (Driesch, 1914) were pessimistic regarding the
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determination could be understood on a chemical basis, the
introduction of high-throughput technologies gives rise to
optimism. Success in elucidating genomes, proteomes, and so
on suggests the importance of understanding the “morphome”,
by which we mean the complete set of determinants of a
morphogenetic field. In general, the morphome will consist of a
description of the quantities of morphogenetic determinants at a
resolution in space and time sufficient to uniquely determine the
biological trajectory of the system. Because of the central role of
cells and their genomes, the information about the morphome
must be of at least cellular resolution in space, must include the
expression levels of all the genes encoding cell fate determi-
nants, and must be of a time resolution shorter than the time in
which significant changes in the levels of these determinants
can take place.
In this paper we present a preliminary description of the
morphome of segment determination in the Drosophila
blastoderm in terms of the one-dimensional protein expression
levels of segmentation genes.
During this period the embryo is syncytial and only a very
limited number of zygotic genes are expressed. Saturation
mutagenesis (Nüsslein-Volhard and Wieschaus, 1980) has
identified most or all of the segmentation genes. Of these, only
14 act in the blastoderm as determinants of the segmentation
morphogenetic field. All of these genes code for transcription
factors (Rosenberg et al., 1986; Mohler et al., 1989; Nauber et
al., 1988; Tautz et al., 1987; Pignoni et al., 1990; Driever and
Nu¨sslein-Volhard, 1988; Macdonald et al., 1986; Kuroiwa et
al., 1984; Ish-Horowicz et al., 1985; Gergen and A., 1988;
Coulter et al., 1990; Frigerio et al., 1986; Benedyk et al., 1994;
Grossniklaus et al., 1992). This fact, together with the syncytial
nature of the blastoderm suggests that cell–cell communication
by means of signaling pathways does not occur in the
segmentation morphogenetic field, but rather that spatial
interactions occur through diffusion of these transcription
factors. Mechanical forces and cell migration appear to be
uncoupled from the segment determination process as well,
since mutations in segmentation genes do not affect morphology
until after gastrulation. The segmental field stretches from 30%
egg length (EL) from the anterior pole to about 93% EL. In this
region genes controlling the anterior–posterior (A–P) axis are
uncoupled from those controlling the dorso-ventral (D–V) axis,
and hence a one-dimensional treatment is a good approximation.
The description of the segmentation morphome given here is
quantitative, at cellular spatial resolution, and has a temporal
resolution of about 6 min. The treatment presented here is
nevertheless preliminary as it does not consider the full three-
dimensional blastoderm, signaling events in the terminal
regions, or certain late acting segmentation genes.
In order to characterize the segmentation morphome, it is
necessary to assemble the full time-dependent expression
pattern from many individual embryos of different ages which
have been stained for different combinations of proteins. We
first characterize this typical, or integrated, pattern of gene
expression for each of the segmentation genes. We demonstrate
that domains form in a characteristic way over time, and in somecases shift position during the course of development. We also
consider the question of how close the integrated patterns are to
those of actual individuals. Such comparisons as well as
comparisons between individuals give insight into the relation-
ship between natural variation and the regulation, or error
correction, properties of this morphogenetic field. Classically,
regulation was assayed after surgical manipulation, but recent
work has demonstrated that regulation can be observed in the
variations of the levels of gene products from one individual to
another without surgical manipulation (Houchmandzadeh et al.,
2002; Spirov and Holloway, 2003b; Holloway et al., 2006).
In this work we show that there is substantial variation
between individual expression patterns early, but this variation
is canalized into highly uniform patterns by the onset of
gastrulation. We further demonstrate that as early broad
expression domains transform themselves into an increasing
number of subdomains, the new subdomains show variational
behavior that at early times is independent of that of other
subdomains of the same gene. The data described here are
accessible on the Internet database FlyEx (Poustelnikova et al.,
2004, http://urchin.spbcas.ru/flyex or http://flyex.ams.sunysb.
edu/flyex).
A large number of studies published for the most part in the
late 1980s and early 1990s gave a good overall picture of
segmentation gene expression (see Supplementary Information,
Section 1 for a brief review). In certain cases, diagrams of the
relative patterns of expression of several genes were produced
for a particular region of blastoderm at a particular time.
Nevertheless, three very basic questions remained unanswered.
First, it is evident that determination proceeds using the cell (or
nucleus) as a fundamental processing unit. Hence the
biologically essential information is not the overall shape of
an expression pattern, but rather what quantities of gene
products are present in each cell. Second, the expression
patterns are known to change in time, and hence it does not
suffice to know the expression levels at any one time; it is
necessary to characterize the entire time course. Finally, the
differences between individuals must be categorized. We
present partial answers to these questions in what follows.
Materials and methods
Quantitative gene expression data
Approximately 1600 embryos from Oregon-R flies were fixed and incubated
with primary antibodies as described (Kosman et al., 1998), using sera raised
against bacterially expressed protein products of bcd and cad; the gap genes Kr,
kni, gt, hb, and tll; the pair-rule genes eve, ftz, h, run, odd, prd, and slp. All of
these serums were raised by us as described (Kosman et al., 1998), except for
rabbit anti-Eve, which was a generous gift of Manfred Frasch (Azpiazu and
Frasch, 1993). Some embryos were stained with secondary sera conjugated to
FITC, Texas Red, and Cy5 (Jackson Labs), and others with sera conjugated to
Alexa Fluor 488, 555, 647, and 700 as described (Janssens et al., 2005).
Each embryo was stained for Eve protein and two other segmentation
proteins. Approximately half of these were also counterstained with nuclear
marker as described (Janssens et al., 2005), while in the remainder nuclei were
detected by constructing a pixel maximum image from the three gene expression
channels (Kosman et al., 1997). Embryos were imaged at stages ranging from
cleavage cycle 10 (when proteins synthesized from maternal transcripts begin to
appear) up to the onset of gastrulation. Embryos showing any morphological
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selected for scanning, although it is difficult to judge orientation in early
cleavage cycles.
Quantitative confocal microscopy was performed as described (Kosman et
al., 1997; Myasnikova et al., 2005; Janssens et al., 2005). Approximately half of
the embryos were imaged with the 16× oil immersion plan objective of a Leica
TCS4D confocal microscope (Kosman et al., 1997), and about half with a 20×
Plan Apo dry objective of a Leica TCS SP2 confocal system (Janssens et al.,
2005). The gain of the microscope photomultiplier is set for each channel by
selecting an embryo exhibiting the spatial pattern characteristic of maximal
expression and adjusting gain so that a few pixels are saturated. Offset for each
channel is set by setting pixels away from the embryo equal to zero. This
calibration is used for scanning all embryos on one slide and is highly
reproducible between slides (Janssens et al., 2005). Quantification is relative with
respect to maximum protein levels, so it is possible to make quantitative
comparisons of the expression of one gene in different nuclei of the same embryo
or between two different embryos stained in the same or different experiments,
but it is not possible to quantitatively compare the expression levels of different
proteins. Expression data were taken to 8-bit accuracy and hence vary between 0
and 255. Embryos were mounted in such a way that the curved surface of the
blastoderm was flattened so that over a third of the embryo can be scanned for
gene expression using only three optical sections separated by 1 μm.
Each image, containing three channels of expression data, was computa-
tionally transformed (“segmented”) into a text file as described (Janssens et al.,
2005). Each embryo yields a single tabular ASCII file containing one line per
segmented nucleus with about 2300 segmented nuclei per file for an embryo in
cleavage cycle 14A. Each line of the file contains the identity number of the
nucleus, the x and y coordinates of its centroid, and the average fluorescence
level of each of three channels, and hence of three genes. The x and y axes are
chosen such that they are tangent to the anterior and ventral sides respectively of
an embryo image and hence the x axis corresponds to the anteroposterior (A–P)
axis of the embryo and the y axis to the dorsal–ventral (D–V) axis. In the
segmented data files, x and y coordinates are expressed as percent of the
maximum size of the embryo in the x and y directions with 0% at the anterior
pole and most ventral position respectively. This compensates for size
differences from embryo to embryo. When necessary, physical coordinates
can be regenerated from stored data.
We remove background from expression patterns using a method based on
the observation that in our data the background signal is well fit by a very broad
two-dimensional paraboloid. The paraboloid is determined from the area of the
embryo in which a given gene is not expressed and then extrapolated throughout
the entire embryo. Background is removed by a linear mapping of intensity that
transforms fluorescence at or below background level to zero and transforms
maximum fluorescence (255) to itself (Myasnikova et al., 2005).
Because we wish to reconstruct the time course of expression from
individual fixed embryos, it is necessary to classify the embryos in terms of
developmental age. We use a combination of methods to solve this problem. The
cleavage cycle can be determined by noting the number of nuclei. This gives
reasonable resolution for early cycles, as the duration of interphase during
cleavage cycles 10–13 is only 6–14 min. Cleavage cycle 14A is about 50 min
long and therefore during this cycle other morphological markers must be used
for age detection.
We classified embryos in cycle 14A into 8 temporal equivalence classes on
the basis of thorough visual inspection of the expression pattern of eve, which
was scanned in all embryos (Myasnikova et al., 1999). The operational
definition of a temporal equivalence class is that an experienced observer will
always see a difference in expression pattern between two embryos in different
temporal classes, but typically cannot distinguish an age difference in two
embryos of the same class.
The 8 classes are approximately equally populated, and each class represents
an age range of a little over 6 min. To confirm this classification, we made use of
morphological features of the embryo that can be observed in both fixed and
living tissue. Such features include the extent of membrane invagination and
changes in nuclear shape. We confirmed the temporal classification by
rephotographing 120 embryos from cycle 14A in Differential Interference
Contrast (DIC) optics. We measured the length of membrane as percent cortex
length in these photographs and compared this ratio with a published standard
curve (Merrill et al., 1988). This showed that the gene expression basedclassification method was consistent with other methods and that the time
classes were uniform in duration, as shown in Fig. 1. The Leica TCS SP2 is
equipped with DIC, and we acquired blastoderm morphology images for all
embryos scanned on this system.
The in vivo studies reported here were conducted as follows. Embryos were
dechorionated and mounted between Biofolie 25 semipermeable membranes (In
Vitro Systems and Services Gmbh) with halocarbon oil 27 (Sigma). Embryos
were imaged in a Leica TCS SP2 Confocal System using transmission mode
with a 40× objective, 2.5× digital zoom and DIC optics. Images are 8-bit and
1024×1024-pixel resolution with averaging over 4 scans.
We wish to map the expression patterns of all genes in the morphome but can
only image the products of three genes at once. However, each embryo is stained
for eve expression, and by small coordinate transformations, it is possible to
align expression patterns from multiple embryos so as create aligned patterns
which can be averaged. This was usually done by aligning peaks and valleys of
the eve pattern as described (Myasnikova et al., 2001). Embryos in the first
temporal class of cleavage cycle 14A or younger are not susceptible to this
method because of a lack of features and were not registered.
In the central area of the blastoderm that constitutes the presumptive
segmented germ band, segmentation and homeotic genes expression is a
function of A–P position in the embryonic coordinate system, and D–V gene
expression is a function of the embryonic D–V coordinate. Because of the
asymmetric curvature of the embryo, this coordinate system is orthogonal but
curvilinear. Although the extent of the curvature is exaggerated by mechanical
deformation in the embryos considered here, it is clearly seen in non-deformed
whole mounts (J. Reinitz, unpublished observations) and in tissue sections
hybridized to RNA in situ (Reinitz and Levine, 1990). Although we have
developed methods for working with 2D data (Spirov et al., 2000, 2001; Kozlov
et al., 2002), the essential biology of the segmentation genes is well represented
in one dimension and hence it is sufficient to consider data extracted from the
narrow strip of nuclei comprising the central 10% of the embryo in the D–V
direction. This strip yields gene expression measurements from about 350 nuclei
per embryo.
Finally, we obtain an integrated pattern for the full set of gene products by
dividing this central 10% strip into A–P zones of 1% egg length (EL) which is
very close to the observed average nuclear width of 0.97% EL. We take the
average expression level of each gene in each A–P zone and consider this to be a
one-dimensional nuclear model of an expression pattern. We take 0% EL to be at
the anterior pole and 100% EL at the posterior pole, contrary to the normal
convention, so that A–P position increases from left to right in graphs. We refer
to these data as “ one-dimensional integrated data” or “integrated data for the
10% strip” (Myasnikova et al., 2001).
Statistical analysis of gene expression data
The most natural way to study the dynamics of formation of segmentation
gene expression domains is to describe these domains by a small number of
characteristic features of the pattern and to monitor how these features change in
time. We consider data in the 10% central strip along the A–P axis of an embryo
in order to ensure a sufficient number of samples. As the characteristic features
of segmentation gene expression domains we take the A–P positions of
expression maxima as well as points where expression is a predefined
percentage of maximum, typically 50% (Supplementary Fig. 1).
The characteristic features of expression domains of pair-rule genes were
extracted using the fast dyadic wavelet transform (FRDWT) (Kozlov et al.,
2000; Myasnikova et al., 2001), or in a small number of specific cases that are
noted in the text by singular spectrum analysis (SSA; see below under
Classification methods). FRDWT is good enough for accurate detection of the
extremal points of the pattern. However the domains of gap genes and maternal
gradients occupy larger territories than pair-rule gene expression domains and
contain local spikes which do not correspond to domain maxima. To identify the
most essential features of each domain and to eliminate noise on the curves, we
approximate the gene expression pattern by quadratic splines, which provide a
smooth approximation of the domains, and classifies each pattern by a set of
features (Myasnikova et al., 1999, 2001). The quality of automatic extraction of
features was checked by thorough visual inspection.
To validate the significance of temporal changes in the positions of
expression domains (“shifts”), we performed ANOVA (StatSoft Statistica
Fig. 1. The 8 temporal classes of cycle 14A. A typical embryo of each class is shown in each row. The left-hand panel shows an image of eve expression in that embryo;
the middle panel shows the segmented expression pattern from the central 10% strip; the right-hand panel shows a high magnification DIC image of the blastoderm
morphology. In the DIC images vertical black lines indicate the cortical cytoplasm, the black arrows in time classes 1 and 2 indicate the elongation of nuclei, and the
white arrows in time classes 3–8 show the position of membrane front.
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features of expression domains in each time class for statistical significance at a
confidence level of P=0.05. The positional variability of expression patterns
was estimated by computing the standard deviations of the positions of
characteristic features.Classification methods
Individual eve patterns subjected to automated classification were treated as
follows. First, the embryos were subjected to a coordinate transformation that
straightens their stripes, as described (Spirov et al., 2000; Spirov and Holloway,
848 S. Surkova et al. / Developmental Biology 313 (2008) 844–8622003a). Further processing was performed on a strip containing the central 50%
of D–V values, which captures the expression levels of about 1500 nuclei in
cleavage cycle 14A. In order to classify expression variation among individual
embryos in terms of the pattern over the whole A–P axis, the D–V coordinate of
each nucleus was suppressed, and the resulting noisy pattern was smoothed by
means of singular spectrum analysis (SSA) (Broomhead and King, 1986;
Fraedrich, 1986; Vautard and Ghil, 1989). In SSA, a single 1D sequence of
length N whose ith value is xi is considered as an M-dimensional series of
length N−M+1 whose ith element is given by the M-tuple (xi−M+1, … xi−1, xi)
(Elsner and Tsonis, 1996). M is called the “window length”. Principal
component analysis is performed on this M-dimensional series, resolving the
total variance into M components of which the first few terms contain most of
the variance. The series can then be reconstructed from these resolved
components. Much of the behavior of the series can be reconstructed from the
first few terms, and such reconstruction was used here as an adaptive smoothing
method (Golyandina et al., 2001). Initial studies (Holloway et al., 2006) were
made with M=N/2 to determine a suitable noise model; here M is chosen small
in light of that noise model to ensure proper smoothing.
In order to classify the patterns entirely on the basis on their intensity
profiles, variations of intensity were eliminated by renormalizing intensity to
100, and patterns were spatially registered by placing the maximum of the SSA
smoothed pattern at 35% EL classification was performed by the method of self-
organizing maps (SOM) (Kohonen, 1990; Team, 1995; Kohonen, 1997; Tamayo
et al., 1999). We chose the number of classes to best visualize the types of
patterns seen in intensive visual inspection; classification was performed with
SOM pak 3.1 (Team, 1995) with the number of trials set to 5, hexagonal
topology, bubble neighborhood type, the training length, rate, and radius were
equal to 500, 0.1, and 10 respectively in the first part and 104, 0.01, and 1
respectively in the second part.Results
In what follows, we first present the results of a
characterization of the expression pattern of each gap and
maternal gene, together with qualitative aspects of variability in
this system. We next consider the pair-rule genes, where the
pattern of variability is considerably more complex. For the
pair-rule gene eve, we present a full characterization of
transitional patterns leading to the formation of stripes. This is
followed by a quantitative characterization of domain shifts and
variability.
Quantitative atlas of segmentation gene expression
Integrated expression data for the maternal gene bcd and
for maternal expression of hb and cad are presented in Figs.
2A, B, and G. Representative images of embryos are shown
in panels J and N of this figure, although N exhibits zygotic
expression of cad. bcd expression is relatively constant until
near the end of the blastoderm stage, while the patterns of hb
and cad are considerably more dynamic. Zygotic expression
of hb and that from the zygotic gap genes Kr, kni, gt and tll
is shown in Figs. 2C–I as integrated data, and in images of
representative stained embryos in Figs. 2K–M and O–Q.
Zygotic gap gene expression at the protein level is first
detected, in localized domains, at cleavage cycle 12. Ex-
pression levels in most gap domains tend to increase until
mid-cycle 14A and then decline (Supplementary Fig. 7). Note
that in the posterior half of the embryo there is a tendency for
domains to shift to the anterior over time, a point that we
return to below. A full description of maternal and gap genepatterns is presented in Supplementary Information, Sections
2.1 and 2.2.
Integrated expression data for the pair-rule genes eve, h, run,
ftz, odd, prd, and slp are presented in Figs. 3A–S, together with
the expression patterns of these genes in representative
individual embryos in time classes 3 (Figs. 3T, V, X and Z)
and 8 (Figs. 3U, W, Y, and Z1). Pair-rule expression at the
protein level is in general first detected at cycle 12 or 13. This
early expression is very broad for eve, h, ftz, run, and odd, but
it is restricted to a gap-like domain in the anterior in the case of
prd and slp. Each pair-rule gene forms its domains in a
characteristic manner, either by the splitting of a preexisting
domain, by budding from the boundary of a preexisting
domain, or by forming de novo (Supplementary Fig. 2). For
eve, h, ftz, run, and odd the formation of new domains begins at
time class 2, with stripe 1 tending to form first and stripe 4 last
(Supplementary Fig. 30). The pair-rule stripes of prd and slp
form significantly later, such that pair-rule stripes 3–7 in prd
and 2–7 in slp, are initiated de novo in time classes 5 and 6,
respectively (Figs. 3P, S). After pair-rule stripes are formed,
most of them change their position in the course of cycle 14A
(see below). Levels of pair-rule gene expression change in a
characteristic manner for each gene. For example, all ftz stripes
start to grow later than stripes of eve and h, while h stripes
decrease in amplitude at the end of cycle 14A but ftz stripes do
not (Fig. 8). The expression patterns for each pair-rule gene are
characterized in detail in the Supplementary Information,
Section 2.3.
These data revealed certain overall patterns of variability. At
a qualitative level, individual variation among maternal genes
was large, with cad more variable than bcd (Fig. 4A). Among
zygotically expressed genes there is an overall reduction in
variability over time, such that individuals in early time classes
may vary widely from the integrated pattern (Figs. 4B, D and
F), but at late time classes individual patterns are very similar to
one another and to the integrated pattern (Figs. 4C, E and G).
Qualitatively, variability in gap gene expression tends to
involve variations in amplitude, while variability in pair-rule
expression appears to involve variability in the formation of
new domains which will become stripes.
These observations introduce an important question con-
cerning the segmentation morphogenetic field. Variability in
domain amplitude is compatible with a picture in which the field
follows an essentially fixed trajectory over time, but that
different individuals traverse this trajectory at different rates at
early stages. In this picture, the differing amplitudes of Kr
expression in Fig. 4B represent a form of developmental
heterochrony, in which embryos at the same clock time are at
different places on the same developmental pathway. Alter-
natively, it is possible that there is no single developmental
trajectory early and that embryos reach the low variability state
at gastrulation by a variety of pathways. In order to answer this
question it is necessary to be able to fully sample the space of
possible patterns, which in our dataset can only be performed
for eve. We thus complete our characterization of the overall
appearance of expression patterns with a comprehensive
classification of early individual eve patterns.
Fig. 2. Temporal dynamics of expression of maternal and gap genes. The 1D integrated patterns of bcd (A), cad (B), Kr (C), kni (D), gt (E and F), hb (G and H) and tll
(I) expression are shown for time points indicated in each panel. Expression domains within the gt expression pattern on panel F are numbered from anterior to
posterior as indicated. Panels J–Q show representative confocal images of the expression of the genes shown in panels A–I in individual embryos belonging to
temporal classes 1 (T1) and 8 (T8). Genes expressed in the same individual embryo are shown by different colors as given in the key for each panel.
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A characterization of the variability of full expression
patterns requires a sufficient number of samples such that
each pattern is seen in multiple individuals. The complexity of
individual patterns means that computational classification must
be used, while the requirement for extensive data restricts the
study to eve, since it is the only gene whose expression was
monitored in every embryo in our dataset. To separate
individual variation in pattern development from nucleus to
nucleus variation in expression amplitude, we consider
smoothed patterns that have been rescaled and registered (see
Materials and methods). These preprocessed patterns were then
subjected to classification by self-organizing maps (SOM), the
essential feature of which is that the user provides the number of
classes and the SOM algorithm adjusts the classes so that eachone contains elements which are as similar as possible to one
another and as different as possible from members of other
classes (Tamayo et al., 1999).
The most diverse eve patterns are found in temporal class
2 (Fig. 5). The seven classes found range from a single
domain with a posterior bump (Fig. 5B) to cases where
seven peaks are visible (Fig. 5H). Group G, containing 19%
of the embryos, was the predominant class. Most groups
contain a feature – either a peak or shoulder – corresponding
to stripe 2, small but varying expression of region 3, and
extremely variable expression of region 2, the areas that will
give rise to stripe 7 and stripes 4–6 respectively (Fig. 3B).
Patterns with a large number of peaks, such as those shown
in Fig. 5H, may belong to the oldest embryos in temporal
class 2, and perhaps patterns with only a few features (Figs.
5B and C) belong to the youngest. Overall, however, it is
Fig. 3. Temporal dynamics of expression of pair-rule genes. The 1D integrated patterns of eve (A–C), ftz (D–F), h (G–I), run (J–L), odd (M–O), prd (P, Q) and slp (R–S) expression are shown for time points indicated
in each panel. Numbers in panel B indicate the three transient domains of integrated eve expression during temporal class 2. Representative confocal images showing expression of these genes in individual embryos
belonging to temporal classes 3 (T3) and 8 (T8) are shown in panels T–Z1. Genes expressed in the same individual embryo are shown by different colors as given in the key for each panel.
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Fig. 4. The variability of gene expression in individual embryos. bcd and cad patterns are shown in panel A for three individual embryos belonging to time class 2 and
stained for the expression of both genes. Panels B, D and F show several of the most diverse patterns of early expression of Kr, eve and h in individual embryos from
time classes 1, 3 and 4, respectively. The expression of Kr in time class 6 (C) eve (E) and h (G) in time class 7 is shown for a randomly chosen set of 13, 12 and 16
individual embryos respectively. For each gene the graph of the corresponding one-dimensional integrated data is shown in red.
851S. Surkova et al. / Developmental Biology 313 (2008) 844–862hard to imagine how the patterns shown in Fig. 5 could be
sampled from a single temporal sequence. Inspection of
unsmoothed data in the central 10% strip supports the
machine analysis of smoothed patterns. All temporal class 2
embryos had stripe 1, 54% had some sign of stripes 2 and 7,
34% had stripe 3, 27% had stripe 4, while stripes 5 and 6
were detected in less than 6% of temporal class 2 embryos
(Supplementary Fig. 30). Description of the computational
classification of eve patterns from cycle 13 and time classes
1 and 3 of cycle 14A is presented in Section 2.4 of the
Supplementary Information.The positional shifts of expression domains
Most expression domains of segmentation genes change
their position during cycle 14A (Supplementary Figs. 26 and
27A; Table 1 and Supplementary Table 3). These shifts can be
seen in both registered (Jaeger et al., 2004b) and unregistered
data. In this section we consider the unregistered data, which
enables us to use positional variation within a temporal class to
assess the statistical significance of shifts.
The shifts of the central domain of Kr and posterior domains
of kni, gt and hb are statistically significant (Supplementary
Fig. 5. Automated classification of eve profiles for 69 embryos in temporal class 2 by self-organizing maps (SOM). (A) An overlay of all eve profiles from temporal
class 2. (B–H) Seven classes of expression patterns found by SOM with the percent of the total number of embryos belonging to that class.
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embryo. For example, the posterior boundaries of the Kr, kni
and gt expression domains shift by about 5, 6 and 15 nuclei
respectively. In each case, posterior borders shift more than
anterior ones, resulting in a net contraction of each expression
domain as well as the entire pattern over time. This is
particularly evident for the Kr, kni, and gt domains, which
contract to about two thirds of their original size over the course
of cycle 14A (Supplementary Table 4). The reduction in spatial
width takes place during early temporal classes while expres-
sion levels are rapidly increasing.
The boundaries of the anterior gt domain do not move and
this domain does not contract with time (Supplementary Tables
3 and 4). However during temporal class 4 a new domain
(domain 2 in Fig. 2F) starts to form at the left boundary of the
anterior gt domain. The formation of this new domain is
correlated with a shift in the old one (domain 3 in Fig. 2F) by 5
nuclei posteriorly, in the opposite direction of shifts of the
posterior gap domains.Table 1
Temporal shifts of pair-rule domains
Gene/Domain Stripe
1
Stripe
2
Stripe
3
Stripe
4
Stripe
5
Stripe
6
Stripe
7
eve tc 3–8 3–8 3–8 3–8 4–8 4–8 3–8
(N=654) Shift 0.5 1.9 2.0 3.4 3.2 2.6 5.3
ftz tc 3–8 3–8 3–8 4–8 3–8 4–8 5–8
(N=158) Shift 0.2* 1.3 1.7 1.9 2.3 3.8 1.0*
h tc 3–8 3–8 3–8 4–8 4–8 4–8 4–8
(N=105) Shift −2.2 1.5 3.6 1.1 2.6 3.3 3.8
odd tc 3–8 4–8 3–8 5–8 3–8 3–8 –
(N=85) Shift 2.4 1.1* 3.0 0.9 3.7 2.7 –
run tc 3–8 4–8 3–8 5–8 3–8 3–8 5–8
(N=65) Shift 0.2* 1.7 2.8 2.6 1.6 3.4 3.6
The shifts are calculated from the stripe's maxima. Time intervals begin at the
time of formation of each stripe and are given in terms of temporal classes (tc).
The sample size N is shown for each domain. We do not present shifts for odd
stripe 7, as it forms at the very end of cycle 14A. Positive values for shifts
indicate motion to the anterior and conversely for negative values. Asterisks
indicate shifts that were statistically insignificant at the 0.05 confidence level.From temporal class 1 to temporal class 8 the posterior
boundary of the hb anterior domain shifts to the posterior by
about 0.9 nuclei as it becomes steeper with time (Supplementary
Table 3). The domain as a whole does not move. Although not
fully quantified because of D–V dependence, it is clear that the
head domains of Kr and gt expression undergo shifts in the
posterior direction, by about 4 nuclei from time classes 4 to 8
and by about 2 nuclei from time classes 6 to 8 respectively
(Figs. 2C and F).
Most peaks of pair-rule gene expression change their
position and shift in the anterior direction (Table 1) in a
statistically significant manner. The same is true of interstripes
(data not shown). With the exception of h and odd the most
anterior peaks of these genes either do not move or move
slightly. The first stripe of h shifts to the posterior and that of
odd to the anterior; in the case of h this correlates with the
formation of the anterodorsal domain 1 (Lardelli and Ish-
Horowicz, 1993), and for odd with the formation of stripe 2.
The largest shifts were observed for posterior domains of eve,
run, and h, with eve stripe 7 shifting by about 5 nuclei. These
shifts cause the contraction of expression patterns over time
(Supplementary Table 5 and Supplementary Fig. 28). In
contrast, the ftz pattern does not shrink with time (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 28), as its posterior boundary does not move (Table 1
and Supplementary Table 5). The behavior of the odd pattern is
ambiguous in this regard as the posterior domain of odd
expression forms only at the end of cycle 14A.
The above analysis was performed by considering shifts at
eight discrete time points. In order to demonstrate that the shift
takes place continuously, we performed a further analysis by
assigning 120 individual embryos a precise developmental age
by comparing their degree of membrane invagination to in vivo
time lapse data (Supplementary Fig. 27). It is clear that eve
stripes move continuously in an anterior direction over time,
although the rate of shift for stripes 5 and 6 is less uniform than
for stripe 7. The uniform movement of eve stripe 7 is
reminiscent of similar smooth shifts seen in the most posterior
stripes of h and run (not shown). This smooth motion of these
posteriormost stripes is in marked contrast to the nonuniform
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the formation of new domains within the pattern. For example,
odd stripe 1 undergoes a large shift over time classes 3 to 5,
when stripe 2 forms by budding. Similarly, the formation of odd
stripe 7 during temporal classes 5–7 is associated with a
narrowing of odd stripe 6 between temporal classes 6 and 7
(Fig. 3O and Supplementary Fig. 22C), followed by a large shift
in the maximum of this stripe between temporal classes 7 and 8
(Fig. 6). The formation of h stripe 4 in time classes 3–5 is
accompanied by a shift in position of stripe 3 by 2.5 nuclei
during the same period. That constitutes nearly 3/4 of the total
shift of stripe 3 during cycle 14A (Table 1).
It has recently been shown that nuclei in the pregastrulation
blastoderm undergo morphogenetic movements (Keränen et
al., 2006), which these authors refer to as “morphological
flow.” We investigated the role of this phenomenon by
monitoring nuclear movements in living embryos (Figs.
10A–C, Supplementary Table 6) by following the location of
three nuclei on the dorsal and ventral surfaces of 4 embryos.
These nuclei were located at the position of the presumptive
cephalic furrow, the posterior border of the central Kr domain
at temporal class 1, and the maximum of h stripe 3 when it
first forms during temporal class 3. We find that the nuclei at
the positions of the initial Kr border and h stripe 3 shift by
about a half nucleus (Figs. 10A–C, Supplementary Table 6),
but this movement is nonuniform in time. In early cycle 14A,
from about time class 1 to time class 3, the nuclei shift slightly
to the posterior, while in the later part of cycle 14A the nuclei
move slightly to the anterior. These periods correspond
roughly to the slow and fast phase of membrane invagination
accompanied by the elongation of nuclei (Loncar and Singer,
1995; Lecuit, 2004).
Further evidence that shifts in the presumptive germ band are
primarily due to shifts in gene expression rather than of nuclei
can be adduced by noting that the run 2/3 interstripe and h
stripe 3 shift position with respect to one another, a
phenomenon that cannot be due to motions of nuclei (Fig.
10D). In the anterior, by contrast, we find that a nucleus at the
position of the presumptive cephalic furrow shifts to the
posterior by about two nuclei (Figs. 10A–C, Supplementary
Table 6), an amount that is as large as the posterior expression
shifts which we observed in the anterior part of the embryo (Fig.
9; Table 1 and Supplementary Table 3).Fig. 6. Shifts and stripe formation within the odd pattern. (A) The shifts in position of
marked by a box. Error bars indicate the standard errors of domain positions at eachThe positional variability of segmentation gene expression
patterns
The full characterization of the variability of segmentation
gene expression is extremely complex. By examining specific
features of the pattern, rather than the pattern as a whole as was
done with eve, we can quantitatively assay variation in
expression in the full set of segmentation genes. One particular
feature which has received considerable attention is the
variability in position of particular levels of expression or
domain borders with respect to the total length of the embryo.
Another measure of variability is with respect to a single
domain, where the variability in width or intensity can be
assessed. Lastly, it is possible to measure the overall deviation
in proportional spacing of multiple domains. This last measure
is essentially the variance of domain positions following affine
registration and has been presented previously (Myasnikova et
al., 2001). In this section we consider the variation of position of
a number of domains as well as the variation in the width of eve
stripes. We will show that the latter provides a finer scale
measure of spatial variability. In this section we consider only
unregistered data.
With respect to the variation of border location, it has been
shown (Houchmandzadeh et al., 2002) that a particular level of
Bcd expression has high embryo-to-embryo positional varia-
bility but that this noise in positional information is strongly
decreased at the level of expression of the gap gene hb. Here we
confirm this result and extend it to other genes. We measured
the position in the embryo where the Bcd concentration was
respectively 70%, 50%, 24%, and 12% of maximum. In
cleavage cycle 14A, the standard deviation of these positions
ranges from 3% to 6% EL, with larger standard deviations
associated with lower expression levels and more posterior
positions (Supplementary Table 7 and Fig. 7A). The standard
deviation of the points at which Bcd was at 70% and 50% of
maximal expression was the same in cycles 13 and 14A, but
there is a distinct rise in the standard deviation of positions of
smaller expression levels between cycle 13 and 14A (Table 2
and Supplementary Table 7). This is in distinct contrast to a
general fall in positional variation of zygotic gene expression
over time.
The variability of cad expression shows significant contrasts
to that of bcd. In the posterior half of the embryo, whereodd stripes 1 (A) and 6 (B) are shown. The period when the largest shift occurs is
temporal class.
Fig. 7. The variability in space, time, sequence and manner of domain formation. (A) The spatial variability of Bcd, Cad, and Kni domains in cycle 14A. The figure
shows 26 embryos stained for bcd and cad and 18 embryos stained for kni. We show the posterior part of the kni pattern at 35–100% EL for temporal class 8. The
thresholds corresponding to different percents of maximal expression are shown. (B) Spatial variability of the individual eve patterns in cycle 13 and temporal class 7
of cycle 14A. The variability in position of the posterior border of eve pattern is marked by white arrow. Black arrows mark the variability of eve stripes formed at the
territory of posterior boundary of early eve. (C, D) Patterns of ftz expression in two embryos from time class 3 showing the variable mode of formation of stripe 3,
which is marked with a red rectangle. (E, F) Temporal variability in formation of the pair-rule (E) and gap (F) domains indicated in the key. For each temporal class we
show the percent of embryos in which the indicated domain has appeared. (G–I) Variability in the sequence of formation of stripes within the ftz pattern in temporal
classes 2 (G), 3 (H), and 4 (I). Each bar shows the percent of embryos in which the indicated stripes are formed.
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gradient (Fig. 7A). Although the positional error of lower levels
of Cad is of the same general magnitude as that of Bcd, the trend
is towards smaller positional variability at lower expression
levels, in contrast to bcd (Supplementary Table 7).
We measured the standard deviation of the position of the
peaks of Kr and eve expression during cleavage cycle 13, aswell as the position of the posterior boundaries at half maximum
of hb and eve expression (Table 2). The standard deviations fell
into two classes. On the posterior slope of the cycle 13 eve
domain, the standard deviation was about that seen for bcd in
the same portion of the embryo (at about 12% EL), while all
other features measured in cycle 13 had noticeably smaller
spatial standard deviations of 2.3 to 2.5% EL (Table 2, Fig. 7B).
Table 2
Spatial variability of the bcd, hb, Kr and eve patterns at cycle 13 and early cycle 14A
Gene/Developmental time bcd Cycle 13 (N=80) hb Cycle 13 (N=25) Kr Cycle 13 (N=20)
A–P position 70% 50% 24% 12% P Peak
SD 3.1 4.4 4.0 3.8 2.3 2.5
Gene/Dev. time eve Cycle 13 (N=75) eve Time class 1 (N=78) eve Time class 2 (N=63)
A–P position A Peak P A Peak P A Peak
SD 2.4 2.4 3.7 2.0 2.2 3.4 1.4 1.6
“A–P position” gives the positions of characteristic features for each gene. The characteristic features of bcd are the positions of points at four indicated thresholds with
respect to maximal fluorescence intensity. For the domains of other genes, “peak” indicates the position of maximum expression, and “A” and “P” respectively indicate
the positions of 50% maximum expression at the anterior and posterior. The sample sizes N are shown. SD stands for standard deviation.
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tinues to decrease until temporal class 2 of cycle 14A. For
example, the dense coverage of eve in our dataset enables us
to assess this gene's positional variability in every temporal
class. Once stripes form, there is no statistically significant
change in their positional variation over time (Supplementary
Table 10). This appears to indicate two very distinct temporal
regimes of spatial eve variability. During the early phase, the
posterior gradient of eve expression behaves like bcd, but later
takes on an extremely high level of precision (Fig. 7B).
Supplementary Table 10 also indicates that errors in the
specification of eve stripes increase from the center of an
embryo towards its ends, and F-statistics computed for
minimal and maximal values of errors shows that their
difference is statistically significant at a 0.05 confidence
level. A similar effect can be seen with other pair-rule genes
(Supplementary Table 9). We believe that this phenomenon is
a consequence of variability in orientation.
We summarize the positional variation of other genes in
temporal class 5. At this time, the positional standard deviation
of spatial expression of the four nonterminal gap genes ranged
from 0.97 to 1.5% EL (Supplementary Table 8). Because the
posterior boundaries of kni, gt and the hb posterior domains
shift significantly even within the limits of one time class, part
of the positional variation of these borders stems from limited
temporal resolution. For eve the increase in spatial precision is
quite marked. At temporal class 1 the positional error in the
specification of eve expression domains is almost the same as it
was in cycle 13, but it declines by temporal class 2 (Table 2).
The spatial variability of expression domains of pair-rule genes
in the nonterminal regions of the embryo approaches an
accuracy of one nucleus (Supplementary Tables 9 and 10).
While the positional variation with respect to the entire
embryo appears to become essentially static by temporal class 2,
variation within individual expression domains continues to
decrease. For example, the variation in width of eve stripes can
be estimated by evaluating the standard deviation of the
distance between the stripe peak and an adjacent minimum. This
measure of variation is shown in Supplementary Table 11,
which extends from temporal class 3, when nearly all stripes are
visible, to temporal class 8. The table shows that by this
measure, standard deviation decreases until temporal class 5 or
6, with a small rise in temporal class 8. A similar result was
found for ftz (data not shown).The temporal variability of segmentation gene expression
patterns
The detailed characterization of patterns which we have
generated permits us to estimate the temporal variability of the
formation of a single domain with a resolution of one temporal
class, that is about 6 min. The natural way to estimate the
temporal variability of domain formation is to monitor how
quickly each domain appears in 100% of embryos. The pair-rule
genes provide a particularly rich set of features with which to do
this. The results of a stripe by stripe analysis for each gene are
shown in Supplementary Fig. 30. These data give us the raw
material with which to estimate the temporal precision with
which each pair-rule stripe is formed. For example, the temporal
precision of the formation of run stripe 1 is less than 6 min,
since this stripe begins to form at temporal class 1 and is formed
by temporal class 2 in 100% of all embryos observed (Fig. 7E).
In sharp contrast, the temporal variability of formation of ftz
stripe 4 is about 24 min. This stripe starts to form at time class 1
and is not observed in all embryos until temporal class 5. These
two stripes are the most and least variable, while other cases lie
in between (Supplementary Fig. 30).
Each pair-rule stripe forms with a distinctive temporal
precision, so that the temporal precision of stripe formation is
different for each stripe of one pair-rule gene. Moreover, it is
clear that for many pair-rule genes stripes do not form in a fixed
order. ftz provides an excellent example of such behavior.
Although stripe 5 always appears first, it can be followed by the
appearance of either stripe 1 or 2. Stripe 3 can appear before or
after stripe 6, and the last stripe to form can be either 4 or 7
(Figs. 7G–I). At our current level of temporal resolution, these
possibilities are in no way exhaustive. Not only can the order of
stripe formation vary, but the same stripe can form by more than
one mode. For example, ftz stripe 3 can form by splitting or
posterior budding (Figs. 7C, D).
Temporal variability in the formation of gap domains differs
significantly from that of pair-rule stripes. During the middle
part of cycle 14A, there is considerable variation in the time of
appearance of the anteriormost domains of Kr and gt. We
detected the Kr anterior domain (Fig. 2C) in 13%, 56% and
80% of embryos from time classes 3, 4 and 5 respectively;
domain 1 of gt (Fig. 2F) in 10%, 47%, and 87% of embryos in
time classes 5, 6 and 7 respectively; and gt domain 2 (Fig. 2F) in
10%, 61% and 94% of embryos at temporal classes 4, 5 and 6
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these gap domains spans about 24 min in all cases, although the
start of this period varies from domain to domain (Fig. 7F).
Moreover, the rate of formation of these domains is more
uniform over time compared to ftz stripe 4, which is also formed
during about 24 min of cycle 14A (Fig. 7E).
Discussion
Here we summarize the major biological conclusions arising
from this work. First, we have achieved a comprehensive
characterization of the segmentation morphome at the systems
level. Secondly, we have shown that the morphome exhibits
canalizing behavior. This couples our work to classics studies of
embryonic regulation, but while these studies were performed
using unnatural methods of microsurgery, we have character-
ized regulation in its natural context. Thirdly, we show that
pattern formation in the Drosophila takes place by a rich but
highly varied set of trajectories; this has serious implications for
efforts to model and understand the system. Finally, we have
demonstrated that patterns do not form “in place”, but rather
involve a set of precise spatial movements which differ in
characteristic ways for each gene. We now discuss each of these
points in turn.
The segmentation morphome
In this paper we have performed a detailed characterization
of the expression patterns of 14 segmentation genes during the
blastoderm stage. In most previous studies, the expression of
segmentation genes was characterized by visual inspection of
patterns, typically of the products of one or at most two genes.
The vast majority of these studies were focused on the
measurement of dynamics of mRNA accumulation. Much less
attention has been paid to the assessment of segmentation gene
expression at the protein level. This work contains a full
characterization of the protein patterns of kni, odd, run, and
slp, which have not been published except in a method paper
and two theoretical analysis based on the data which is fully
presented in this work (Kosman et al., 1998; Jaeger et al.,
2004a,b). In the case of ftz we have reported expression in
cleavage cycle 13, although previous studies did not see
expression prior to cycle 14A (Carroll and Scott, 1985; Karr and
Kornberg, 1989).Fig. 8. Temporal changes in the levels of expression of pair-rule genes. (A) eve, (BWe believe that the characterization of the entire morphome
is essential for understanding its biological function. Indeed, we
have made use of such data previously in semiquantitative
(Reinitz et al., 1995; Reinitz and Sharp, 1995; Reinitz et al.,
1998) and fully quantitative forms (Jaeger et al., 2004a,b) to
answer specific questions about the function of the segmenta-
tion system. More recently, there has been an increased interest
in obtaining quantitative spatially resolved expression data from
the blastoderm at both the protein and RNA levels. The first of
these studies provided the first description of canalizing
phenomena at the level of Hb response to the Bcd gradient
(Houchmandzadeh et al., 2002, 2005). A large-scale study of
the morphome at the RNA level is also in progress (Luengo-
Hendriks et al., 2006; Keränen et al., 2006).
The work reported here provides the first detailed character-
ization of protein expression levels throughout the entire period
of blastoderm expression at high time resolution. A drawback of
our approach is that it is limited to one dimension, although this
limitation is of little importance in the presumptive segmented
germ band, where the separation between the A–P and D–V
morphogenetic systems is rather strict. Although there is a weak
coupling to the D–V system which causes the “splaying” effect
of stripes (Spirov et al., 2000; Keränen et al., 2006), this effect
does not influence one-dimensional data because images are
obtained in a standard lateral orientation, and any remaining
error is compensated for during the registration process. In the
presumptive head, this decoupling is lost, and one-dimensional
data must be regarded with caution. Nevertheless, our ability to
reconstruct a lateral hemisphere of the embryo in 2D enables
good visualization of many head patterns (see Supplementary
Fig. 13).
These data are of very high resolution in intensity, space, and
time. Because all measurements of expression levels are
calibrated against embryos at maximum expression levels for
their respective proteins, it is possible to compare expression
levels of one gene at different stages (see for example Fig. 8).
The spatial resolution of the data has enabled us to discover
shifts in the pattern (Jaeger et al., 2004a,b and this work) that
were overlooked in qualitative studies. The temporal resolution
of 6.5 min has permitted us to describe transient patterns in
considerable detail, and to characterize the systems level
variation of gene expression precisely.
We have described the expression of the segmentation
morphome both at the level of individual embryos and in terms) h, (C) ftz; each curve corresponds to a particular stripe as shown in the key.
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dimensional integrated data. A full discussion of the detailed
findings from this data is presented in Section 3 of the
Supplementary Information.
The motion of expression domains
In this work we present an analysis of dynamic changes in
positions of expression domains during cleavage cycle 14A by
means of statistical tests on high-resolution data. Nevertheless,
the particularly large shift in the posterior domain of gt was
noted from qualitative observations (Eldon and Pirrotta, 1991).
Here we demonstrate that this phenomenon is inherent to most
domains of segmentation genes; certain aspects of these results
have been reported previously by us in a modeling study (Jaeger
et al., 2004b) and other observations of shifts have recently been
made at the RNA level (Keränen et al., 2006).
At cycle 14A central and posterior domains of gap genes and
most expression domains of pair-rule genes shift anteriorly
(Table 1 and Supplementary Table 3), while the anterodorsal
domain of Kr, the first and third domains of gt and h stripe 1
move in the opposite direction (Fig. 9). Thus, all domains
moving in the posterior direction are located to the anterior of
the future cephalic furrow, which arises at the juxtaposition of
the head and trunk patterning systems and is one of the first
morphological manifestations of the patterning process (Vin-
cent et al., 1997; Blankenship and Wieschaus, 2001). Given
that, we conclude that shifts to the posterior are inherent to
domains formed in the future head region. Thus, the cephalic
furrow serves as a watershed which separates regions of anterior
and posterior domain shifts.
An important difference exists between the posterior shifts in
the head and anterior shifts in the presumptive germ band,
however. The shifts in the head appear to arise from shifts of
nuclei (Keränen et al., 2006), rather than from gene regulation
(Fig. 10). We show here that in the presumptive germ band
nuclear movements are much smaller than expression shifts and
that expression patterns of different segmentation genes shift
with respect to one another (Figs. 9 and 10, Supplementary
Table 6). That, together with the asymmetric distribution of
mRNA with respect to protein in gap domains (Jaeger et al.,Fig. 9. Summary of domain shifts. Direction of shifts is shown by arrows. Digits
in brackets denote eve and h stripes, other domains are as indicated. Values of
shifts were computed for the domain peaks over the following time intervals:
from time classes 1 to 8 for gt(3), gt(4), Krcent and knipost; from time classes 2 to 8
for hbpost; from time class 3 to time class 8 for eve stripes 1–4 and 7 and h
stripes 1–3; from time class 4 to time class 8 for Krant, eve stripes 5 and 6 and h
stripes 4–7; from time classes 6 to 8 for gt(1). The approximate position of the
prospective cephalic furrow (cf) is indicated.2004b), shows that in the presumptive germ band shifts occur as
a consequence of gene regulation.
We have found that the Tll protein has different dynamics of
accumulation in comparison to the “classical” gap genes. In
cycle 13 and early cycle 14A tll expression sharply increases
and reaches maximum (Fig. 2I). It remains constant during
about 30 min of development and declines before gastrulation.
Furthermore, in contrast to the posterior domains of the other
gap genes, the tll posterior domain does not shift position with
time (Fig. 2I).
Of particular significance are the shifts of the posterior
boundaries of the Kr central domain and the posterior domains
of kni and gt, which range from 5 to 15 nuclei. The shifts of
domains inside the expression pattern of pair-rule genes usually
occur at the time when a new stripe arises in the vicinity and
range from about 1 to 4 nuclei, while the posterior stripes of eve,
run and h move by about 3–5 nuclei. It is possible that the large
shift of run stripe 7 is partly caused by a dynamic change of its
shape because this stripe becomes asymmetric by temporal class
8. Given that the width of pair-rule stripes ranges from 3 to 5
nuclei at the end of cleavage cycle 14A, it is clear that the shifts
of gap and pair-rule domains are on the order of the size of a
pair-rule stripe. Hence these shifts are critical for the positioning
of domains of downstream genes and are biologically essential
to the pattern formation process.
Central and posterior gap domains contract with time due to
larger shifts of the posterior boundaries than the anterior ones
(Supplementary Tables 1 and 4). Large shifts of posterior stripes
result in the contraction of the expression patterns of eve, h and
run (Supplementary Table 5, Supplementary Fig. 28). In
contrast, the ftz pattern does not shrink with time, as its
posterior boundary does not move (Table 1). It is well known
that the complementary patterns of eve and ftz expression set
the positions of en stripes (Hughes and Krause, 2001). Our
results demonstrate that the complementary phasing of eve and
ftz stripes comes about by the shift of eve pattern in relation to
ftz and is not simply the result of refinement of these striped
patterns in one place (Supplementary Fig. 29). Currently the
subdivision of pair-rule genes into primary and secondary ones
is a matter of controversy. It has been pointed out that ftz is not a
secondary pair-rule gene (Yu and Pick, 1995) in the initial sense
of this term (Ingham and Martinez-Arias, 1986; Howard and
Ingham, 1986). Nevertheless there are some features which set
this gene apart from other pair-rule genes. It is well known from
the literature that ftz has different regulatory inputs and a
different organization of its regulatory region than other pair-
rule genes (Hiromi et al., 1985; Klingler et al., 1996). In this
study we have found that ftz stripes form and refine in a
different way than stripes of other pair-rule genes: stripe 5 is the
first stripe to form and stripe 7 does not move with time
(Supplementary Fig. 30, Table 1).
With respect to the anterior, it has been previously noted that
the region of the blastoderm anterior to the presumptive
cephalic furrow is a domain of low nuclear density which forms
by cleavage cycle 11 and persists until gastrulation (Blanken-
ship and Wieschaus, 2001). During cycle 14A a region with a
greater depth of cellularization forms at the location of the
Fig. 10. In vivo nuclear motion compared to gene expression. Panels A–C are frames from a movie of the dorsal side of a living embryo, taken at the times indicated.
Panel D is a graph of run and h expression patterns at temporal classes 3 and 8. In panels A–C, the identified nucleus 31 is at the approximate position of the
presumptive cephalic furrow (cf); the identified nucleus 62 is at the position of the posterior border of Kr at temporal class 1 (Supplementary Table 1); and in panel B,
the identified nucleus 51 is at the position of the maximum of h stripe 3 in temporal class 3. We track the positions of these nuclei (solid ovals) during time classes 1–8
for Kr and 3–8 for h. The dashed ovals in panel C indicate the A–P positions of the posterior border of Kr domain and h stripe 3 maximum in temporal class 8. Black
arrows show the distance between positions of the tracked nuclei and the real positions of the corresponding expression domains in time class 8. Similar results were
obtained from the ventral and dorsal sides of 15 embryos. Panel D shows that the positions of the maximum of h stripe 3 and the minimum of the run 2/3 interstripe,
which have the same A–P positions in time class 8, shift position with respect to one another between temporal classes 3 and 8.
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observed nuclear movements in the anterior part of the embryo.
These processes were shown to be under control of the genes
bcd and prd, which thus makes it the earliest manifestation of
morphological control by the segmentation system (Blanken-
ship and Wieschaus, 2001).
Variation and canalization of blastoderm expression patterns
Our analysis shows that by the onset of gastrulation some
gap genes and all pair-rule genes form patterns which are highly
uniform from embryo to embryo. However, there is large
embryo-to-embryo variability of these patterns in cycle 13 and
early temporal classes of cycle 14A. This variability manifests
itself in variation in gene expression levels, variation in the time
of formation of individual domains, variation in the manner in
which a domain forms, variation in the sequence of formation ofindividual domains, and variation in the position of expression
domains. These types of variability place limitations on what we
can conclude about the morphome, and at the same time are of
fundamental biological interest in their own right. We discuss
each form of variability in turn.
Variability in gene expression levels and the limitations of the
integrated data
The integrated data on the expression of 14 genes presented
here were assembled from many individual isogenic embryos,
each stained for the products of three genes. Even in an isogenic
population, there are differences between individuals. The
fundamental criterion for the validity of our integrated data is
that it should represent the possible actual dynamics of one
individual in the isogenic population. Without the ability to
simultaneously monitor the expression of all 14 segmentation
Fig. 11. Dynamic filtration of the positional error at the level of zygotic gene
expression. We consider the standard deviations (SD) in the positions of the
posterior border of the anterior hb domain, maximum of the central Kr domain,
and the posterior border of the early eve domain, which later corresponds to the
position of eve stripe 3. Changes in the positional error of these domains are
compared to the level of variability in position of the 12% concentration
threshold of the Bcd protein gradient. All these features have approximately the
same positions along the A–P axis of an embryo (45–55% EL). In cycle 14Awe
show the Bcd variability only for time class 1, as it remains at approximately the
same level thereafter.
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this criterion is satisfied. Nevertheless, inspection of the figures
which compare individual patterns to integrated patterns
permits a number of conclusions to be drawn.
First of all, late in cleavage cycle 14 the integrated data and
individual data are very close, and the integrated data likely well
represent an individual. Variation between individuals involves
position and amplitude, the latter of which also subsumes the
order of appearance of domains. Here we confine our attention
to variations in amplitude, which in any case is much larger than
variation in position (see the following section). In the first half
of cleavage cycle 14 there is considerable variation in amplitude
among individuals, which has a markedly different character for
gap and pair-rule genes. Gap gene domains (see Fig. 4B and
Supplementary Fig. 10) which vary in amplitude have very
similar profiles, and it is evident from the superimposed mean
expression patterns that the means are very close to a median
individual pattern.
In the case of early pair-rule patterns, the variation in the
order in which stripes arise (see Figs. 4D and F) causes the early
integrated patterns to be flatter than actual individuals because
there is a tendency for peaks and valleys in different individuals
to cancel out. We discuss the individual variations in the order
of stripe appearance below. We believe that this variation in
early pair-rule stripes is driven by the variation in gap gene
amplitudes, since there have been numerous studies indicating
that the first pair-rule interstripes are driven by repressive inputs
from gap genes (Small et al., 1992; Hartmann et al., 1994;
Reinitz and Sharp, 1995; Klingler et al., 1996). Unfortunately, it
is not feasible to generate integrated data from median
individuals without being able to select all median patterns
simultaneously from one individual.
Finally, we note that because the integrated data are in one
dimension, there will be some variation in the expression along
the D–Vaxis that will not be captured. In the present study, this
problem may manifest itself in the increased variation in
positioning of pair-rule stripes near the ends of the embryo
(Supplementary Tables 9 and 10). Otherwise, inspection of our
images and a related study in 3 dimensions indicate that this
error is small (Keränen et al., 2006).
Variability in time of domain formation
Our detailed characterization of patterns allowed us estimate
the variability of the time of formation of each stripe. Currently
this variability can be estimated with a precision of about 6 min,
as this is the temporal resolution of our dataset. We have found
that the temporal precision of stripe formation can vary in a
wide range from less than 6 to as much as 24 min of
development (Figs. 7E and Supplementary Fig. 30). This is a
very high level of temporal variability, especially if one recalls
that the whole pair-rule pattern forms within about 50 min. Each
pair-rule stripe forms with its own characteristic temporal
precision. Examination of the time of formation of three anterior
gap domains showed that the temporal precision of their
formation is about 24 min of development independent of when
each domain first appears (Fig. 7F).Variation in the manner of stripe formation
We have found that the stripes of pair-rule genes can arise de
novo, by splitting, or by budding (Supplementary Fig. 2), and
there is variation in the manner in which specific stripes of
individual genes form. For example, ftz stripe 3 can form in two
different ways, either by the splitting of one large domain or by
posterior budding from stripe 2 (Figs. 7C, D). The classification
of modes of domain formation can be extended to the formation
of gap domains, but here there is little indication of variation.
Most domains of gap genes form de novo, however, the second
domain of gt arises at the boundary of the third domain by
budding (Fig. 2F). Different modes of pair-rule stripe formation
may reflect different regulatory mechanisms governing the
appearance of these stripes.
Variability in the sequence of domain formation
We can assess variability in the order of domain formation
from the patterns of ftz and eve. At temporal class 2, all
embryos have ftz stripe 5. However, among these there are
embryos in which stripe 1 is formed, embryos with stripe 2, and
embryos with both these stripes. This means that after formation
of stripe 5 the next stripe to appear may be stripe 1 or stripe 2
(Fig. 7G). In the case of eve, the large number of available
embryos analyzed by machine classification procedures
demonstrates an extremely diverse set of possible develop-
mental trajectories (Fig. 5, Supplementary Figs. 16 and 17).
These trajectories are indeed too diverse to permit a classifica-
tion in terms of the order of appearance of particular stripes and
provide a striking contrast to the precise and stereotyped
arrangement of eve stripes that exists by temporal class 6. It is
860 S. Surkova et al. / Developmental Biology 313 (2008) 844–862likely that such diversity is characteristic of all pair-rule stripes
at early stages of formation. As such it is a dramatic illustration
of the phenomenon of canalization proposed by Waddington
(1940). On a fundamental level, it demonstrates that there is no
fixed developmental pathway in the segmentation system, but
rather a range of developmental trajectories compatible with
viability, which converge as gastrulation approaches. These
findings concerning canalization are strongly reinforced by
studies of the reduction of positional error, which we consider in
the next section.
Variability in the position of expression domains
The analysis of spatial variability of segmentation gene
expression patterns is directly connected to the idea of
positional information (Wolpert, 1969; Jaeger and Reinitz,
2006) and hence has received considerable attention. It has
been shown that the variability of positional information is
strongly reduced in the transfer of this information from the
Bcd gradient to hb (Houchmandzadeh et al., 2002), a process
which these authors and ourselves refer to as the filtration of
positional error. We have confirmed these results and extended
them to other maternal gradients, as well as gap and pair-rule
genes (Figs. 7A, B; Table 2; and Supplementary Tables 7–10).
The canalization described in the previous paragraph manifests
itself here as filtration of noise inherent in maternal gradients
over time (Fig. 11). It is evident that at the gap gene level
partial filtration of bcd error has already happened at cycle 13.
The filtration of this error continues at temporal class 1 and is
completed by temporal class 2. In comparison with gap genes,
the filtration of bcd positional error at the pair-rule gene level
begins later and happens faster: at temporal class one, eve
positional error is comparable with that of bcd, however by
temporal class 3 eve variability is comparable with that of gap
genes.
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